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GROWING number of
well-heeled Singaporeans are
now going beyond chequebook philanthropy for a more
hands-on approach to the development work they are pouring money into. So they apply well-honed business acumen to international development projects,
give of their professional expertise, or travel
to less developed countries in the region to
witness first-hand the work they fund.
Khoo Hock Tin, a local philanthropist
who has given to schools and universities
here, says he “was keen to be part of the
new wave of wealth and expertise going out
from Singapore, benefiting Asia’s poorer regions”. After accompanying Lien Aid, the international development arm of Lien Foundation, on a trip to Cambodia to see for himself the work on the ground, Mr Khoo decided to direct his passion for education towards another drive for clean water and sanitation in schools in China. He has given
$131,000 so far to help install hygiene and
sanitation facilities in two Sichuan schools
there, and will give $177,000 more to another three schools this year.
But, he says, “funding overcomes only

CLEAN HANDS, HEALTHY LIFE
Chinese students, beneficiaries of a $131,000 donation which helped install hygiene and
sanitation facilities in two Sichuan schools. Three more schools there will benefit this year.
one hurdle; in international development
work, a focused approach with clear goals is
very important. We need to ensure that resources are not spread too thin, so that the
aid extended is effective and maximised.”
Wealthy and business-savvy philanthropists are naturally more targeted with their
giving, but more so when it comes to work
abroad. Jenny Santi, UBS head of philanthropy services, Southeast Asia, whose unit
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advises wealth management clients on how
to give effectively, says: “Many of the philanthropists we work with realise that, as in
business, money given to charity can be
used both wisely and unwisely.”
To ensure their large donations go further, more are now travelling out into the region to give of their time too.
Continued on next page
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IPO market makes small
moves towards recovery
Q1 sees $522 million raised from six offerings, all listed on the mainboard
By Jamie Lee
leejamie@sph.com.sg
Singapore
THE initial public offering
(IPO) market in Singapore
has taken some baby steps
towards recovery.
The total amount raised
from six IPOs in the first
quarter – all of which were
listed on the mainboard –
hit $522 million, figures
compiled by BT show.
An obvious distinction
from last quarter was the
case of the missing megaIPO.
Some $2.47 billion
alone was raised from CapitaMalls Asia’s (CMA) IPO
in November last year,
which yanked up the total
value of IPOs in the fourth
quarter to $2.76 billion.
But excluding CMA, the
remaining 13 IPOs – seven
on the mainboard and six
on Catalist – raised $290
million in total.
The IPO value of $522
million in the last quarter
was boosted by the much
talked-about IPO of budget
airline Tiger Airways,
which raised $277 million,
and excludes the Norwegian dual-listing Golden
Ocean Group.
The IPOs that came in
in the first three months of
this year included some
homegrown construction
players, namely Ryobi Kiso
Holdings – a construction

and piling firm – and crane
rental firm Sin Heng Heavy
Machinery.
Ryobi Kiso’s IPO raised
$49.9 million, while Sin
Heng’s IPO raised $43.7
million.
In comparison, the IPO
scene in the fourth quarter
of 2009 offered a stronger
foreign flavour.
The bag of IPOs presented in that quarter included
Chinese handicraft and furnishings maker Passion
Holdings – the first S-chip
to list through an IPO – Chinese polyester fibre producer China Gaoxian Fibre
Holdings, and Chinese underwear maker Great
Group Holdings.
The first quarter’s figure
is, as expected, a huge
jump from the $12.8 million raised in the same period a year ago.
In that quarter in 2009,
just two Catalist compa-

nies – Hong Kong-based
travel services group Westminster Travel and Ajisen
Ramen operator Japan
Foods Holdings – were listed.
Chang Tou Chen, head
of advisory and deputy
head of coverage in Asia Pacific at HSBC, said the IPO
figures in the first quarter
were within expectations.
“HSBC is expecting to
see a higher number of Singapore IPOs in the second
quarter 2010, and this will
be dominated by the real
estate, oil and gas, transportation and commodities
sector,” Mr Chang added.
Globally, equity markets
have experienced light volumes in the first quarter, Arjun Khullar, head of South
and Southeast Asia equity
capital markets at JPMorgan, pointed out.
“We are seeing sentiment improve noticeably

in the last few weeks and
are expecting a much
stronger deal volume in the
following quarters,” he added.
Upcoming IPOs in this
second quarter include furniture retail chain Courts
Asia – consisting of former
listing Courts Singapore –
that is reported to be looking to raise over $150 million through the listing.
Another interesting IPO
in this quarter is that of Fujian-based food processor
China Minzhong Food Corporation. The company –
which is backed by state investor Government of Singapore Investment Corporation – is reportedly expected to raise between
US$150 million and
US$200 million in its IPO.
BT understands that at
least two new IPOs are expected to be announced
next week.
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Private sector hiring
boosts March payrolls
Washington
US NON-FARM payrolls, a
key measure of the economy’s health, rose in March
for only the third time
since recession struck in
late 2007 as the private sector stepped up hiring at the
fastest pace in almost three
years.
Employers
added
162,000 jobs last month,
the Labor Department said
yesterday, leaving the unemployment rate steady at
9.7 per cent for the third
straight month.
The payrolls increase
was the largest since
March 2007 as private employers hired more workers than expected, but temporary hiring for the census was less than what
economists had forecast.
Payrolls for January
were revised upward to
show a 14,000 gain instead
of a loss of 26,000, while
February was adjusted to
show only a loss of 14,000.
Previously, February had
been reported as down
36,000. Analysts polled by

Reuters had expected nonfarm payrolls to rise
190,000 last month and the
unemployment rate to
hold steady at 9.7 per cent.
The median projection
from 20 economists who
have forecast payrolls most
accurately over the past
year predicted 200,000 jobs
were created in March.
“It happened. Something really big. The economy is roaring back to life in
a way that was completely
unimaginable a year ago,”
said Chris Rupkey, chief financial economist at Bank
of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ in
New York.
The labour market has
lagged the economy’s recovery from the worst
downturn since the 1930s,
creating a political challenge for President Barack
Obama. Job growth is critical to keeping alive the recovery, which started in
the second half of 2009,
once government stimulus
efforts and a boost from
businesses’ rebuilding inventories fade.

Employment
last
month was also lifted by a
snap back from February’s
weather-related losses.
Since December 2007, payrolls had contracted every
month except last November, January and March.
The bounce back in employment could take some
pressure off Mr Obama,
who has made putting
back Americans to work a
top priority. Since the start
of the downturn about 8.2
million jobs have been lost.
Analysts reckon the job
market will determine
when the Federal Reserve
will start raising benchmark interest rates, which
are currently near zero.
Despite the sharp turnaround in employment last
month, weaknesses still remain. A broad measure of
unemployment that includes the number of workers marginally attached to
the labour force and those
working part time for economic reasons edged up to
16.9 per cent from 16.8 per
cent in February. Reuters

PASSION FOR CAMBODIA
Peggy Goh with the Cambodian Deputy Prime Minister at
the inauguration of the St Paul’s Institute in March
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“When they see the projects for themselves and meet the
ultimate beneficiaries of their gifts, they also get a sense
of reward that they would not have otherwise gotten
from a written report alone,” Ms Santi says.
“Site visits also enable donors to understand the circumstances and root causes of problems that make philanthropy necessary in the first place,” she adds.
Local architect Tay Kheng Soon, who has run his own
practice Akitet Tenggara for over 30 years, would agree.
He now frequently travels to Thailand with Lien Aid, a
partnership which began with building an eco-community centre in Lam Plai Mat. On these visits, he has come to
know the children from that community and now speaks
with pride of the 10-year-olds – “some of the poorest children of Thailand but so incredible, so confident” – who
now run the centre’s radio station and came up among
the top in a recent national exam.
“The learning process is really a privilege – that’s my
payoff. As a result, I’m not just an architect anymore,” he
says. It was voluntary work on projects like these that
helped him craft his “rubanisation” strategy of developing areas which are neither rural nor urban but combine
traits of both in a sustainable way – an approach now
used by Indonesian and Sri Lankan authorities too.
With his technical expertise in non-traditional architecture, Mr Tay persuaded the Thais to use locally available materials of rammed earth and bamboo (initially disparaged as cheap) to save costs and build the environmentally sustainable Lam Plai Mat centre.
Similarly, Philip Wang, a professional engineer and a
relative of Mr Khoo’s who visited the Sichuan schools,
says: “I’m quite keen to see how local architecture or
building engineering consultancies can use some of their
skills to benefit international development. It’s not always that easy, because of the different contexts.”
There is the benefit of philanthropists’ own interests
sustaining longer-term needs of a development-type
project too. “We have found that by getting involved, philanthropists are able to retain their interest in the real
pleasure of philanthropy,” says Ms Santi. “When they do
get involved and apply their talents, they are able to inject the energy and sustained focus to overcome the challenge of creating durable positive change.”
Peggy Goh, co-founder of listed offshore services firm
Ezra Holdings, says that motivated by “God’s higher commission to bless others, especially those who are needy
and less fortunate” and her “passion for Cambodia and
her people”, she sees the tertiary education she helped
build for the rural community in Takeo as a dream fulfilled.
Madam Goh, whose family is 16th on Forbes Singapore’s 40 Richest list, gave US$795,000 to the St Paul’s Institute, which officially opened last month. But finances
aside, she was heavily involved in the actual work of roping in Lien Aid to manage the project and oversee construction together with the Catholic Church of Cambodia, and then getting Ngee Ann Polytechnic to share its
educational know-how with the new institute.
Firmly convinced of the value of development work
and the impact it can have, Madam Goh says her experience with overseas development in the area of education
will now spur her advocacy of other ways of doing philanthropy, like micro funding and improving healthcare.

